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About This Game

The boys & girls are back, and they look better than ever! Oh…Sir! The Hollywood roast is a brand new spinoff to the surprise
indie hit 0f 2016, Oh…Sir!! The Insult Simulator. This time around we’re taking tinsel town down a few notches, whilst classing
up the joint. Play as one of many famous, but for legal purposes, slightly different pop culture icons and verbally spar with other

Hollywood elitists using a deep battle system

Verbally joust by yourself or take you verbal skills on a global PR tour and battle friends and family from anywhere in the
world.

Game Features

Unleash the sickest burns on your opponents in a Hollywood-style roast

Play alone, online or couch multiplayer
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Deeper-than-you-think mechanics featuring combos, continuations and exploiting your rival’s weak spots

A star-studded new cast of crazy Hollywood characters

Free updates with new characters and scenes coming soon to a screen in your house

Set the scene with a slew of iconic film backdrops

With the new Character Creation Mode powered by Steam Whatever, you can create your own formulaic celebrity
clones in a lab-- just like they do in real Hollywood!

New controller integration that critics everywhere are calling “gripping”

With more than 2x the vocabulary of the original Oh...Sir!! The Insult Simulator, The Hollywood Roast is Bigger, ruder
and insultier!

New comeback mechanic: charge your anger and finish the sentence with a unique closure

Expanded career mode: master each scene to win Golden Parrots and use them to develop your character

Redesigned scoring system: more fair, more clear.
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Great for groups of up to four! Or alone. If you have no friends. Like me.. It's an awesome little game to play with your
friends\/family on the xbox, seems broken on PC though.
It will give you Xbox 360 controlls even when you're using keyboard, so you have to work them out yourself.
Personally I used a pad, so I didn't encounter that issue, controller works 100% fine.
Also personally I put it on Magic mode, so I don't have to deal with unhumerous farts, but the game seems to pride themselves
around it, so there's no real escape.
I played it on 360 with my brother, bought it on here as it was \u00a31.74 and now I'm dissapointed with it.

Basically, if you're going to play this game on PC, you have to use a Xbox controller and find farts hilarious. No real story,
nothing to be interested in, but there is an awesome little playable Minotaur who is awesome and makes the game a little but
more fun.. Hey, it's just like Capsule!. Hi,

I did love this game. It looks good and the puzzles are fair and creative.

All adventure lovers: This is the game for you.

. An extremely short game, but packed with enough charm and invention to its mechanics that it was a really fun time, and the
bonus levels at the end are pretty challenging. I'd love to see another game like this.. Simple but thought provoking game!
Definitely pick it up if you enjoy relaxing puzzle games. The ending was a little anti climatic but overall the game has an
awesome concept of creating unique shapes with other shapes. Definitely recommend, especially for achievement hunters!. Boss
battles are pretty dope, graphics are nice and game play is fun, you would have more fun with this game then going to watch a
movie and its probably gonna cost you more at the movies(popcorn,drink), but with this game you can play it over and over
again.. fun game. decreases boredom. not a 10/10 game. but stiLl fun. so up!. Did you ever play HeroesQuest the boardgame
when you were a kid?
Well this is it... So much love, so much nostalgia i cant handle it.

Im hoalding all my fingers and toes for som awesome uppdates, like more classes and maybe workshop?? ^.o
and ofc more dungeons!

:D
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I love this game! Have problems with onlie becose of Game Spy Still a verry good game (Ships,Aircraft,Submarines.) So
awsome!!. I bought on first place just to see what it was like, and after playing until the 1\/3 of all levels I can say that I will
keep that game to play more!

Remind me when I bought my first game boy and how the years passed fast!

If you want to chill and play a little bit of old school game, this game is for you.. GOOD GAME
. Let it never be said that I didn't at least try. I have played this game for about 3 hours, and it's been teeth-grindingly frustrating.
I am being completely honest when I say I have absolutely never felt this level of animosity towards a game. Here are the biggest
problems I can list, if and following that I will lay out in more detail my frustrations to anybody who wants to read that far.
1: Totally random. It's entirely possible to gear up your team and send them into a 100% impossible mission
2: Even when you know what you're doing, impossible scenarios will be thrown at you
3: No mod support. Don't like a feature? Too bad. You're stuck with it. (Devs have said it will come with enough player
demand, but I doubt it very seriously just from their phrasing about the work it would take)
4: Some of the character flaws can make a character impossible to use. In an already ball-busting difficulty curve, do we really
need that?
5: While in pressured suits, you can die of vacuum exposure. Excuse me?
6: Sentinels. Big evil guns that kill in one hit, can only be hacked once you've seen them, and tend to sit out in the open where
you won't see them by any means until it's far too late.
7: You will be SEVERELY outnumbered and there's a good chance you'll find yourself swarmed by a very large group of armed
to the teeth aliens
8: You'll unlock new weapons before you have armor capable of supporting it. Hope you didn't waste your currency on it too
early.
9: Some of the contextual actions have to be activated from a certain camera angle, or else the menu will disappear.
10: Replacing squad members is too expensive for this kind of game.

So right there we have 10 good reasons to dodge this one. The concept kicks butt, no denying. I LOVE the atmosphere. I love
the isolation. You, as the character, are the pilot of some nondescrepit kind of 1980s tech powered spaceship, and you control
all the action through a series of 3 screens and a viewport. I have really felt the pangs of loneliness just staring at these screens,
and overall Screwfly did a fantastic job of setting the backdrop and stage for their game. Truly fantastic. However, the
gameplay leaves a lot to be desired, just like Zafehouse Diaries. I hate that game, simply because it's impossible. Every little
thing you do will end in disaster constantly because the gameplay is half-baked and poorly implemented. But we're not
discussing that here, we're talking about the poor gameplay in ANOTHER game by the same developer. First up is the gearing.
You may either create your own characters, or roll the dice. There are 4 classes, as follows:
Combat (carries weapons as primary)
Tech (Carries hacking gear as primary)
Field (Carries shield projectors as primary)
Sensor (Carries sensor pingers as primary)
All of these have a place in the squad except for Field. Because of the limitations of the armor, if you only have one field unit,
you have to play favorites with your soldiers. Sure, you only need to extract 1 Deadnaut from the ship to be successful, but at a
whopping 3,000Kn to revive the dead, it's pretty much a death sentence to do that. Now then, for the first 2 1\/2 hours, I died in
the first ship. Every time. I'd get somewhere close, and then I'd die. But this last mission is what did me in. I went into it as
carefully as I could. I got lucky: Melee only enemies in a tight ship with decent integrity. That's the best setup you can get. I
even caught the Sentinel on board and was able to disable it safely. But it all broke down as I was pulling the log. Would you
know, the gen engine decided to place a teleporter on the bridge. I have 2 options: Either destroy it and safely extract the data,
or let it be and face a steady stream of enemies until I can get away. I chose to destroy it, and for some reason that vented the
bridge. Now here's where it got fun. Noticing that all of my characters were dying from vacuum (which above... Pressure suits.
Explain this immediately.), I instructed them to grab the log and run back out the door. The door is now locked thanks to
Watchers, which patrol the ship and look for ways to cause you BIG problems. Either way, the instructions were ignored. All of
my signal bars were full, and I should've been able to get out fine, but nope. Nobody was taking orders at all. It wasn't until the
first person suffocated that everybody else got in gear, grabbed the log, and another died before the door opened. So even in the
most optimistic scenario, I lost 2\/5 because of 'random' factors. I feel the need to say that I don't oppose the idea of rougelike
games. I enjoy them from time to time. But when I encounter a game that I can sink 3 hours into and STILL not beat the first
level, well I consider that to be a failure on the part of the developer. Do not buy this game if you enjoy your sanity. If it's the
atmosphere you want, go buy Elegy for a Dead World. Much the same feeling of isolation and lonelyness, much less wanting to
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put an axe in your computer.. This is definitely a niche game but very fun given its price.. The developers also do a good job
supporting the game as well. Really great for those that like politics, history, and strategy though not without a learning curve.. If
you've clicked on this game, you are probably expecting a Tropico style game. I can assure you, you will be disappointed. This
little gem of a game has a lot in common with the big builder titles, but its main feature is what makes this game so very
different: levels.

As the player you are stranded and meet the inhabitants who quickly ask you for help, defending their island and freeing the
princess. At the beginning of each level, you have time to look at your setting - what you have to achieve (i.e.: trade 500 pieces
of wood, talk to a foreigner,...) and how many resources you have. After your first click, the clock starts ticking and you have a
few minutes to achieve your goal. I personally like this system because there are several possibilities for each level, and it
sometimes takes me 4 tries to finish just one level with the highest amount of points.

You are probably thinking that this game has still a lot in common with other games, and yes, that's true, with the very big
exception that there's no free mode. You are not supposed to build your own island and live happily ever after, you are supposed
to fight your way through all the levels, get a grade A for each one and save the entire island by defeating the very last level. In
addition, players are asked to perform multiple tasks at once and organising is a big issue: harvesting crops, gathering stones,
and trying to get the very best out of your little workers.

If that sounds good to you, go ahead. If you have some free time at hand and don't know what to do, buy this little game. It's
nice to play every day, maybe 2 levels, and you'll have a lot of fun for the next weeks.. GM pls help me i accidentaly delete my
character.. what should i do??. New Review:
The developer listened! There are now different font options, making it a better experience. I paid \u20ac0.40 for this game, but
even full price it's worth it. I enjoy playing it, just to try and beat my high score time and time again. A good typing excercise,
which I will continue to play in the future.

+1 to Laush (developer) for listening to the reviews! You the real MVP \u2665

\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\
u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac\u25ac
OLD REVIEW:
Got it on sale (\u20ac0.40), and after 5 minutes of playing I've already got one major complaint:
I can't read the font. This isn't always the case, but for some words\/letters this is a big issue. It's supposed to be a typing
exercise, not a reading exercise. Also, on smaller screens (like my laptop screen) the letters that fly by are unreadable.

If only there was an option to make all the text arial\/calibri\/impact\/comic sans\/.... (any other, readable, font..) that would
change my review to a 'Yes, I recommend this game'. For now, no..

Let's hope the devs do something with it, so I won't have to refund. I see potential.. Follow up to DTS with better graphics and
better AI, This is one is a must for those who enjoy Hitman blood money and found Absolution to be not good enough.

Known Issue With Starting Multiplayer Games:

Summary. Ancestors Legacy with 20% discount! Get your copy before the Summer Sale will end.:
The Summer sale is almost over - grab your copy of Ancestors Legacy with 20% discount!

Our Tournament starts at 21.07 and we will soon reveal prizes.

You can fight your way to the finals and win Ancestors Legacy mugs, limited versions of the game ( contains custom mug made
from horn, special coin, t-shirt
+ of course limited retail version of the game)...and that's just a part of the surprises that we prepared for you!
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. Devlog 4:
Hi everyone,

In this Devlog we wanted to let you know what we’ve been working on and the status for our next major update. We have a lot
to share with you in this Devlog so buckle up.

Okay so let’s start with a bit of a bad news, over the past few weeks we’ve been struggling with a few core issues, because of
this, our next major update, the rhino update will most likely be pushed back after a big update, we’ll get to that in a bit, but
before that let me explain why we made this decision.

The rhino update, at its core, is integrating the Triceratops as a playable character in the main campaign. Based on our initial
plan, we would simply add edible plants to the game, add the Triceratops, and done, you can play as the Triceratops from
juvenile to adult! This however, did not go according to plan because of 2 reasons.

The first problem is growth. When you play as a carnivore, you can simply kill, gain XP, level up. The thrill is given through
combat, overcoming foes, and hunting your prey. This is very much not the case with herbivores because for herbivores to hunt,
kill, gain XP, and level up just make no sense. The only time herbivores will do combat is when they are attacked or feel
disturbed as it is not required for them to kill to survive since they eat plants. This is a bit tricky for us to pull off, but we do
have plans to make this work. One of the ways is for us give XP points to the edible plants, so that when they are eaten they will
give XP points. We will also increase the wait time for them to grow back, encouraging players to explore in order to obtain
resources. This however, leads to the second problem, which is the placement of edible plants.

With edible plants (resources) as a mean for exploration in mind, it is clear that the edible resources are heavily tied to the
terrain, what I mean by this is that, let’s say that there are several edible plants that can only be found in a particular place, and if
that “place” is not ready, then putting the edible plants there would look visually awkward. This issue is illustrated in the pictures
below.
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From a functional standpoint, the picture on the top, though visually awkward, does the job, however, interacting with it feels
like you’re grabbing a health kit. With the picture on the bottom, the resources are placed in a suitable environment, making
them look more natural. This will not only make exploration a lot more interesting, but will also make resources act as a reward
for that exploration. Given our terrain is still very much a placeholder, we would need to improve upon it first and make these
“places” before integrating the edible resources in so we don’t have to rework on a lot of these areas later on. We’ve also
increased the number of edible plants to improve variety with each having different nutrition level, toxicity level, and rarity
level.
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Aside from integrating edible plants in preparation for the rhino update, we’re also working on fixing some of the bugs, which
mainly revolves around the AI. One of the things that we’re currently adding is a stamina system to the AI, this will make sure
that after a long chase, the AI will get tired and walk instead of run, decreasing its speed in half, making it easier for an escape.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9GcEj-ey4I
This is still very early, and we will add some sort of UI so that you could see the AI’s stats. We’re also heavily revising the AI’s
algorithm because we realized a lot of components can be trimmed down, making it less performance intensive. This will also
make it easier for us to add new functionalities to the AI later on.

Another thing that revolves around the AI that we are currently tinkering with is the spawning system, we wanted it to be a bit
lighter and to spawn AIs more naturally than before. So far our new spawning system managed to do so decently, however there
are still several things that needs to be refined before its ready, such as integrating it to our population system.

So, we finally come to the end of this Devlog and based on these reasons, we’ve decided to give a big update before getting to
the rhino update. This update will feature the new AI system, new spawning system, the addition of edible resources, and special
zones. There is still much to be done before we could make this update live though and we will definitely keep you informed of
our progress. Thank you so much for your understanding and exciting times ahead!
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More updates coming soon!
. Screenshot of the Six Knights of Ebris:
https://twitter.com/kingsoflorn/status/1127383471972913152?s=21

The Six Knights of Ebris ��

#screenshotsaturday #kingsoflorn #kol #gamedev #survivalhorror #darkfantasygame #e3 #e32019. Update information 01.22
(03/07/2019):
- Added BGM from a previous title from the DYNASTY WARRIORS series.
- Added new emotes.
- Added new bows.
- Added new powerful enemies "Lightning Bear" and "Ferocious Lightning Bear"
- Improved the display of the map screen.
- Corrected a number of other minor issues.. Version 8.13.2018 Update:

 Updated crowbar shadow (TH),

 Improved shed window vertices (TH),

 Fixed melee shadow animations while idle,

 More Trees and grass (BW),

 Props / Clutter (BW),

 Black Water (BW) Development

. Update information 01.13 (09/13/2018):
- Added BGM from a previous title from the DYNASTY WARRIORS series.
- Added new bows.
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- Added new arrows.
- Added a new feature that allows players to change the wallpaper, and added several new wallpapers to use with the feature.
- Improved the frame rate.
- Made improvements with respect to the numbers of enemies that appear on the battlefield.
- Increased the speed in which messages are displayed upon completing missions.
- Made improvements to the behavior of officers during battle.
- Corrected a number of other minor issues.. 0.58.1 - Glimpse of Freedom:
This release adds boot splash and fixes some bugs. Changelog:

 Added a boot screen that plays an animation while game loads resources.

 Fixed bug that caused weapons that are not installed show up on the OMS screen.

. Game Crashes:
The biggest bug of the game right now appears to be game crashes. I'm working as hard as I can to fix it, but if you notice any
patterns that cause the crashes please let me know!

Sincerely,
Blake Gillman. R153 is Live!:
MPQ 153!
 Experience Avengers Infinity War in Marvel Puzzle Quest!
 Much more coming soon!
 Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
 For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
 Thank you for playing!
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